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c o n d e m n e d  t o  s u c c e e d

Last year – a jubilee National Show, this time – 
a jubilee Auction. This year’s Arabian Horse Days, 
encompassing the 31st Polish National Arabian Horse 
Show and the 40th Pride of Poland Sale, as always 
drew several thousand spectators and a numerous 
group of buyers to Janów Podlaski. Neither the flu 
virus nor the economic crisis could threaten the 
famous auction. If its result is to be considered the 
barometer of the state of the world’s Arabian horse 
market, then all involved can sleep sound.
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For starters - racing
In the past the Arabian Horse Days program included a 
visit to the pre-war built Służewiec racetrack in Warsaw. 
Today the International Racing Day at Służewiec is no 
longer part of the Arabian Horse Days, but each year the 
event’s organizers enable those interested to see the signi-
ficant races which take place on Friday prior to the gala in 
Janów Podlaski. The sport still draws enduring spectators 
from abroad, undiscouraged by the fact that Polish horses 

must sometimes yield before their French-blooded rivals. 
However it is not the places on the finish line which are 
important, but the health and form of the Polish horses, 
which for years have been consequently undergoing racing 
training. The racetrack has been graced by World Cham-
pions Etruria, Pilarka, Zagrobla, Kwestura as well as 
the undefeated on the show arena Ekstern, great successes 
have been scored there by Polish National Show Cham-
pions Pamir and Batyskaf, the get of Gazal Al Shaqab 
raced satisfactorily and now the progeny of Ekstern is 
doing extremely well. Bold and beautiful – isn’t that 
what it’s all about?

A r A b i A n  H o r s e  D Ay s
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Colts

Eternal

Panicz - Top Five
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(FS Bengali – Ewitacja/Ganges) J. Głowacki

(Gaspar – Pelisa/Europejczyk) M. Luft
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Colts
The evaluation of 132 horses is not an easy task! Spread 
over three days, it began on Friday afternoon in Janów’s 
exqusite indoor arena with the help of judges Marian-
ne Tengstedt from Denmark, Peter Upton from the UK, 
Ferdinand Huemer from Austria and Gianmarco Aragno 
from Italy. The first to come out were the yearling colts. 
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AlbanoEternal

Panicz - Top Five Chimeryk - Top Five Echo Apollo - Top Five
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(Enzo – Alena/Emigrant) Janów Podlaski

(Eryks – Chimera/Emigrant) Michałów (Piaff - Echo Kallisto/Pamir) Chrcynno-Palace

The favorites, appointed so at the Spring Show in Białka, 
this time met in the same class. It was won by the delicate, 
very expressive chestnut colt Eternal (FS Bengali (DE) 
– Ewitacja/Ganges) of Jan Głowacki before the brown, a 
bit flighty Chimeryk (Eryks – Chimera/Emigrant) and 
the dark bay Złoty Książę (Enzo (US) – Złota Księga/
Ganges) from Michałów. Among the two year olds vic-
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Fillies

Psyche Kreuza

Psyche Victoria - Top Five

(Ekstern – Pallas-Atena/Ecaho) Chrcynno-Palace

(Ekstern – Pallas-Atena/Ecaho) Chrcynno-Palace
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torious was the excellently presented in halt and dynami-
cally moving representative of the hosts, the grey Albano 
(Enzo (US) – Alena/Emigrant). Behind him placed the 
athletically built chestnut Embellon (Poganin – Embella/
Monogramm (US)) from Michałów and the impressively 
moving bay Wandalin (Ekstern – Wanilia/Alegro) from 
Janów Podlaski. In the three year olds’ class of just five 
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Wieza Róz. .Psyche Kreuza

Psyche Victoria - Top Five

(Ekstern – Wieża Babel/Laheeb) Michałów

(Al Maraam – Palmira/Monogramm) Michałów (Galba – Emira/Laheeb) Michałów

Parmana - Top Five El Saghira - Top Five
Ch
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competitors there were no surprises – the highest score was 
gained by the already three time champion Panicz (Ga-
spar – Pelisa/Europejczyk) of Monika Luft – also Lot B 
of the auction. The second place, which also qualified for 
the finals, went to Echo Apollo (Piaff – Echo Kallisto/
Pamir) of the Poszepczyński family (Chrcynno-Palace 
Stud).
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Mares

Wilda

Etnologia - Top Five
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(Gazal Al Shaqab – Wilga/Ekstern) Michałów

(Gazal Al Shaqab – Etalanta/Europejczyk) Janów Podlaski

Bigger thrills came on Saturday. The viewing of more 
than 100 horses is a marathon not only for the judges, but 
also for the public.

Fillies
Frank and Carol Hennessey of Hennessey Arabians, 
Florida knew what they were doing when they took the 
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EmandoriaWilda

Etnologia - Top Five Palmeta - Top Five Georgia - Top Five
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(Gazal Al Shaqab – Emanda/Ecaho) Michałów

(Ecaho – Pilica/Fawor) Janów Podlaski (Monogramm – Gizela/Palas) Michałów

sponsorship of both series of the yearling fillies’ class. Al-
ready the first series pointed to a favorite of the Sunday 
final – the chestnut Wieża Róż (Ekstern – Wieża Babel/
Laheeb (IL)) from Michałów. Thanks to a score of 92,83 
with one “20” for movement – which as it soon turned 
out was the highest score among the fillies – she bested 
her stablemate Parmana (Al Maraam (IL) – Palmira/
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Stallions

Drabant
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(Gazal Al Shaqab – Demona/Monogramm) Michałów

Monogramm (US)) and El Piatzolla (WH Justice (US) 
– Eklezja/Monogramm (US)) of Beata Błaszkiewicz 
(Podlesie Arabians). In the next series the public’s favorite 
and recent victor of the Białka show – Psyche Kreuza (Ek-
stern – Pallas-Atena/Ecaho) of the Poszepczyński family 
- would’ve almost lost to Michałów’s excellently moving 
Lawinia (Ekstern – Luanda/Emigrant). The winner 
was chosen based on higher marks for type, which belonged 
to Psyche Kreuza. Janów’s Pilarosa (Al Adeed Al Shaqab 
(QA) – Pilar/Fawor) had to settle for third place. 

The winners of the two year olds’ class from Białka this 
time did not qualify for the finals. The highest evalua-
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Esparto

Stallions

Drabant

Złocien - Top Three
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(Ekstern – Ekspozycja/Eukaliptus) Michałów

(Laheeb – Zaleta/Piechur) Michałów

ted mare in series A was Michałów’s El Saghira (Galba 
(DE) – Emira/Laheeb (IL)), who overtook Chaos Per-
sefona (Poganin – Ceres/Ganges) from Chrcynno-Palace 
Stud and her teammate Padova (Galba (DE) – Palanga/
Ekstern). In the B series the victory was grabbed unexpec-
tedly by Janów’s brown “dancer” – Sarbia (Ekstern – Sa-
mura/Ararat). With movement which could’ve easily been 
awarded three “20s” she bested Michałów’s Espinilla (Al 
Maraam (IL) – Espadrilla/Monogramm (US)) and Ba-
jaderka (Złocień – Bagatela/Pesal) bred by Agricola Farm 
and owned by Monika Luft.

Similar to the colts the class of three year old fillies was 
not numerously entered. Not surprisingly – nearly all the 
three year olds from the State Studs and a large group from 
the private facilities undergo racing training at this age. 
Amidst just six rivals Psyche Victoria, the full sister to the 
phenomenal yearling Psyche Kreuza (both from Chrcyn-
no-Palace Stud), grabbed an easy win. This already well-
known filly from international arenas (World Top Ten) 
came to Janów with high expectations – as it turned out 
not without reason. A very high score of 91,33 points was 
the second highest outcome of the show among fillies. Be-
hind her placed two bay Psytadel (US) daughters – Espi-
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nezja (out of Entaga) bred by Leszek Jarmuż and owned 
by Falborek Arabians and Espiria (out of Ekspiacja) of 
Lech Błaszczyk.

Mares
The fillies’ presentation is just a taste of the toughest com-
petition – the senior mare classes. Three decades of the 
Polish National Show are full of examples in which in-
ternational champions of the most prestigious events had 
to yield on home soil before lesser titled colleagues, some-
times waiting years “in line” for the title of best Polish 
mare. The first of these, the 4-6 year old mares’ class, was 
proudly sponsored by Shirley Watts of Halsdon Arabians 
and it proved an excellent choice, as she was the first to 
decorate the horse that would the next day turn Cham-
pion Mare and Best in Show. This horse was out of reach 
for the others. Similar to last year, when we were hono-
red with the presence of the unearthly beauty Pianissima 
from Janów Podlaski, this time Michałów’s Emandoria 

(Gazal Al Shaqab (QA) – Emanda/Ecaho) came to col-
lect what’s hers. The fiercer was the battle between the 
remaining rivals. In the A series of the 4-6 year old ma-
res’ class Janów’s Wels Champion Mare Sefora (Ekstern 
– Sawantka/Pepton) lost her chance for the title being 
bested by Michałów’s Wilda (Gazal Al Shaqab (QA) – 
Wilga/Ekstern) and Valeriana (Werter – Vahta (RU)/
Aspect (SU)) from Agricola Farm. The B series was won 
by Emandoria with 93,5 points, including as much as 
five “20s” for type and for head and neck. If she would’ve 
just shown the movement she possesses... but it is generally 
known that princesses don’t have to conciliate to anyo-
ne. The second two spots were taken by Janów’s Gazal Al 
Shaqab daughters – the fantastically moving Etnologia 
(out of Etalanta/Europejczyk) who the judges awarded 
with two “20s” for her trot and Belgica (out of Belladona/
Europejczyk), who gained one “20” for movement.

It seemed that the largest thrills were behind us. But no! 

LAWiNiA 2. Pl. yearling fillies (class 1B)
(Ekstern – Luanda/Emigrant) Michałów

SARBiA 1. Pl.fillies 2 yrs old (class 2B)
(Ekstern – Samura/Ararat) Janów Podlaski

CHAOS PERSEFONA 2. Pl. fillies 2 yrs old (class 2A)
(Poganin – Ceres/Ganges) Chrcynno-Palace 

ESPiNiLLA 2. Pl.fillies 2 yrs old (class 2B)
(Al Maraam – Espadrilla/Monogramm) Michałów
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The next two senior classes were a unique parade of the 
best of Polish breeding. In the 7-10 year old mares’ class 
the best turned out to be the invaluable Janów-bred Pal-
meta (Ecaho – Pilica/Fawor), who bested Michałów’s 
Laheeb (IL) daughters – Wieża Babel (out of Wiaźma/
Arbil) and Emesa (out of Etopka/Eukaliptus). The last 
class belonged to Michałów Stud, as the first four spots 
were taken by daughters of Monogramm (US). Evalua-
ted highest was the 15 year old Georgia (out of Gizela/
Probat (SE)). With just a slightly lower score second pla-
ced Emmona (out of Emilda/Pamir) – an exquisite mare, 
Polish National Junior Champion Mare and World Ju-
nior Champion Mare, World Top Ten Senior Mare, who 
has for years been unlucky in breaking through in the Po-
lish Nationals. She is not the only one who has a tough 
task ahead of her – this time she beat last year’s Polish 
National Reserve Champion Mare Espadrilla (out of 
Emanacja/Eukaliptus) and Scottsdale Reserve Cham-
pion Mare Egzonera (out of Egzotyka/Probat (SE).

ESPiNEZJA 2 Pl.fillies 3 yrs old
(Psytadel – Entaga/Ganges) bred: L. Jarmuż
owned: Falborek Arabians

VALERiANA 2. Pl. mares 4-6 yrs old
(Werter – Vahta/Aspect) Agricola Farm

EMBELLON 2. Pl. colts 2 yrs old
(Poganin – Embella/Monogramm) Michałów 

WiEZA BABEL 2. Pl. mares 7-10 yrs old
(Laheeb – Wiaźma/Arbil) Michałów

.

Stallions
The 4-8 year old stallions’ class, with its 13 competitors, 
included the favorite of the public – Esparto (Ekstern – 
Ekspozycja/Eukaliptus). There were no surprises. The 
winner of prestigious shows in the Middle East, All Na-
tions Cup Reserve Champion and thrice World Top Ten 
in Paris easily won the class, gaining the same score as 
Emandoria – 93,5. As expected, the others battled it out 
for second place. Victorious was last year’s Polish National 
Reserve Champion Drabant (Gazal Al Shaqab (QA) – 
Demona/Monogramm (US)), who was the only horse of 
the show to receive a maximum set of marks for move-
ment. The full of quality, very young, Janów-bred Alert 
(Piaff – Andaluzja/Sanadik El Shaklan (DE)), who 
just three months earlier ceased racing training (which 
showed), did not qualify for the finals, placing third.

The group of six oldest stallions, closing off the class com-
petition, was not an easy task for the judges. The very 
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hard to compare horses were finally placed in the fol-
lowing order: Złocień (Laheeb (IL) – Zaleta/Piechur) 
from Michałów, Ostragon (Pers – Osełka/Palas (SU)) 
from Białka and Salar (Ecaho – Saba/Etat) from Janów 
Podlaski. The differences in the final scores were mini-
mal and it were the notes for type that determined the 
winner. Perhaps it’s a pity that the phenomenally moving 
Ostragon received “just” two “20s” for movement. One of 
the judges added “20,5” on his scoring card. Judging by 
the applause that Ostragon received, the spectators would 
agree with even three such annotations.

The grand finale
The organizers’ decision on holding the championships 
on Sunday morning was an excellent choice. Both jud-
ges and the public, tired by the Saturday marathon, could 
now take a fresh look at the best horses of the show, while 
the slightly rested handlers had a chance of an even better 
presentation of their pupils’ best traits. And they used this 
chance well. As far as the choosing of winners among the 

seniors was child’s play, one could imagine several solu-
tions in the junior category. The title of Polish National 
Champion Filly went to the highest scored Wieża Róż, 
while the reserve – to Psyche Kreuza. From places third 
to fifth the judges placed Psyche Victoria, Parmana and 
El Saghria, respectively. The Polish National Champion 
Colt garland went to Albano, while the reserve – to Eter-
nal. The titles of Top Five were awarded to Panicz, Chi-
meryk and Echo Apollo. In the senior category the una-
nimous winner was Emandoria. The remaining votes of 
the judges were divided so evenly that the titles of Reserve 
Champion and Top Five were determined based on the 
marks received in the class competition. As a result Wilda 
was named Reserve Champion with Etnologia, Palmeta 
and Georgia placing behind her, respectively. Also the title 
of Polish National Champion Stallion awarded to Espar-
to surprised no one. The title of reserve went to Drabant, 
while the third place was handed to Złocień.

The competition for the challenge trophy of Best in Show 

EMMONA 2 Pl. mares 11 yrs & above
(Monogramm – Emilda/Pamir) Michałów

JuDGES & OFFiCiALS

OSTRAGON 2. Pl. stallions 9 yrs old & above
(Pers – Osełka/Palas) Białka
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was a mere formality. Janów’s grooms carried the bron-
ze statuette of Prince Poniatowski atop Szumka onto the 
arena, gained a year before by Pianissima, so that for the 
next year it could adorn the office of Michałów Stud – this 
time as a trophy of Emandoria. Emandoria also gained 
the special awards for Highest Scored Mare, as well as for 
the Best Head – the latter decorated by Shirley Watts of 
Halsdon Arabians. Yet another trophy for Michałów was 
the award for Best Movement won by Drabant, who re-
peated his success from last year, then shared with Janów’s 
Pinga. The award for Best Racehorse of the National 
Show went to Mamba (Ar-Rahman – Matnia/Palas 
(SU)) of Agnieszka and Andrzej Wójtowicz.

A lot of emotions accompanied the awarding of Best Trai-
ner, which once again went to the maestro from Michałów 
Stud – Mariusz Liśkiewicz and the Best Handler of the 
show – the young Raphael Curti from the training center 
of Greg Gallun, who showed the best Janów horses with 
pure perfection. As tradition has it, both gentlemen were 

BEST HANDLER
Rafael Curti

BEST TRAiNER
Mariusz Liskiewicz

BEST RACE HORSE
Mamba (Ar-Rahman x Matnia/Palas) A. Wòjtowicz

BEST iN SHOW
Emandoria (Gazal Al Shaqab x Emanda/Ecaho) 
Michalów

thrown into the air by the grooms from Janów Podlaski.

After some spontaneous fun came time for a particularly 
special decoration – the awarding of the WAHO Trophy. 
After having awarded the pillars of Polish breeding in 
the years past, this time a performance horse was distin-
guished – the 24 year old gelding Elekt (Palas (SU) – 
Elektra/Bandos), bred in Janów Podlaski, half-brother to 
the much acclaimed  sire in the US, El Ghazi. Elekt is a 
wonderful all-around horse, whose sports career spanned 
over two radically different disciplines – endurance and 
dressage, where in both he achieved the Polish Champion-
ship level. This wonderful mount spent most of his life in 
the stable of the late Krystyna Romszycka, a Polish endu-
rance competitor and horse trainer, who treated Arabian 
horses in a particularly special way. For several years now 
Krystyna’s daughter Agnieszka is Elekt’s owner. It was 
she that presented him on the arena, sporting a Polish hi-
storical costume. This beautiful feature closed off the 31st 
Polish National Arabian Horse Show.
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The auction
Serving as an introduction to the opening of the 40th 
jubilee Pride of Poland Sale was the screening of a mo-
vie, which was a composition of scenes from four decades 
of the Janów event. After such a foreword came time for 
an unprecedented bidding. Put up for sale as Lot 0 was 
next year’s produce of the exquisite one-of-a-kind mare 
Pianissima. This mare is currently in the US, where just 
five weeks ago she gave birth to the filly Pia by Ganges. 
Instead of a horse in the arena, the buyers and spectators 

saw a movie – a compilation of photos, archive materials 
of Pianissima’s successes from show arenas and scenes from 
her walks with her filly across the Californian pasture – 
wonderfully created by Sophie Pegrum and Jen Miller of 
Horsefly Films. The movie touched everyone so much that 
they silently gazed at the screen. For a long while after the 
screening only auctioneer Ollie Fowlston and the buyers 
kept their heads cool, starting the bidding. Only after that 
the public felt that the machine had began to roll! The 
price quickly rose and after a few minutes the promise of 
a foal out of the most phenomenal mare in the world for 
175 thousand Euro became the property of breeders from 
Arizona, represented in Janów by Greg Gallun.

After such euphoria came perhaps the toughest moment 
of the sale. Lot 1 Pelota and Lot 2 Elgara stepped off the 
arena unsold. Next to grace the sale arena was Michałów’s 
star Fallada. No one assumed her to achieve a price similar 
to that of her stablemate Kwestura the previous year, but 
all expected high bids. And so was the case – battling it 
out for the chestnut were several buyers (some represented 
by their agents). The price quickly rose to 480 thousand 
Euro, but as it did not surpass the reserve price, Fallada 
returned to the stable unsold. However due the fact that 
the bid was close to the reserve, Michałów was open for 
negotiations and the deal was sealed two days later. Fal-
lada will soon be enjoying her new stable in Belgium.

The attention of the public then swiveled to the next mare 
- the extremely feminine daughter of Pipi – Janów’s Pre-
ria. The mare quickly achieved a price of 230 thousand 

Lot 6 - EusceraLot 4 - Preria Lot 5 - Halima

Lot 1 - Pelota Lot 2 - Elgara Lot 3 - Fallada
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Euro and will join the exquisite collection of broodmares 
at Halsdon Arabians, to the joy of Shirley Watts. The next 
mares also changed owners, stepping off the arena with 
prices ranging between 50-60 thousand Euro, when the 
time came for “the treasure of Białka”. Emika, one of the 
sale’s stars, was finally secured for 120 thousand Euro and 
will head for Belgium. After a few minutes the arena was 
entered by Janów’s megastar, Lot 10 Pinta. A granddau-
ghter of Pipi, daughter of the dependable Pilar and “king” 
Ekstern was a truly exceptional offer – she promises to 
be a supreme broodmare (like her dam and granddam), 
as well as a show winner. For 500 thousand Euro she 
will join Preria and make her way to Halsdon Arabians. 
The 100 thousand Euro mark was surpassed by one more 
mare, Lot 12 Felicjana, who will find her new home in 
the Middle East. The remaining mares achieved prices 
ranging from 8 to 80 thousand. The last horse to be auc-
tioned off at the main Pride of Poland Sale was the stal-
lion Eliat.

AuctionThe

The extreme thrills accompanying this great show that 
the Janów sale without a doubt is were steadily calmed 
down by the Selection Sale. The tribunes began to clear 
out and the VIP sector also started showing some empty 
seats. The last bid was accepted just before 10 pm. It was 
a very long weekend.

The jubilee 40th Pride of Poland Sale had come to an end 
and together with it a fantastically presented online broa-
dcast in the internet – from both the sale, as well as earlier 
from the National Show, covered from three synchronized 
cameras, using the large screen. It was greatly appreciated 
by those who couldn’t come to Janów Podlaski.

When the smoke goes down...
Together with the moving of the sale to the indoor facility, 
the show which accompanies the evening dinner was also 
moved under the roof. The post-sale evening was closed off 
with a new “Janów specialty” – the performance of chief 

Lot 12 - FelicjanaLot 10 - Pinta Lot 11 - Wizga

Lot 7 - Bellanda Lot 8 - Emika Lot 9 - Elimeja
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SPECIAL OFFER OF THE 40TH PRIDE OF POLAND SALE
Lot Horse Color Foaled Sire Dam/Sire of Dam Price (euro) Country
0 PIANISSIMA  2010 The sire  Pianissima/Gazal Al Shaqab 175.000 USA
 2010 ProdUce   of your choice 

ARABIAN STALLIONS
Lot Horse Color Foaled Sire Dam/Sire of Dam Price (euro) Country
A ALWAro grey 2000 eukaliptus Algora/Probat not sold 
B PANIcZ grey 2006 Gaspar Pelisa/europejczyk not sold 
c eLIAT grey 2002 eldon eleuzyna/Wermut 15.000 UAe

ARABIAN MARES
Lot Horse Color Foaled Sire Dam/Sire of Dam Price (euro) Country
1 PeLoTA d.bay 2002 Pilot  Pembina/Arbil not sold 
2 eLGArA grey 2000 eldon elganda/Monogramm not sold
3 FALLAdA chestnut 1995 Monogramm Fanaberia/Probat 465.000 Belgium
4 PrerIA bay 2000 Ararat Pipi/Banat 230.000 UK
5 HALIMA bay 2004 ekstern Heroldia/eukaliptus 45.000 USA
6 eUScerA grey 1999 emigrant elcantara/Pamir 65.000 USA
7 BeLLANdA black 2002 Pilot Belladona/europeiczyk 50.000 Belgium
8 eMIKA grey 1999 eldon emoza/ernal 120.000 Belgium
9 eLIMeJA bay 2003 Gazal Al Shaqab ellanda/Wojstaw 36.000 France
10 PINTA grey 2005 ekstern Pilar/Fawor 500.000 UK
11 WIZGA grey 2002 ekstern Wizula/egon 20.000 KSA
12 FeLIcJANA grey 1999 ekstern Felicja/Probat 105.000 Middle east
13 eUSPIrIA bay 2004 Aslan euskara/Ararat 11.000 France
14 FASeTA chestnut 2001 emigrant Fargola/Argo 10.000 UAe
15 droGA MLecZNA grey 2002 ekstern dabrowica/endel 67.000 Middle east
16 GrANAdA chestnut 1996 Monogramm Grenlandia/eukaliptus 52.000 USA
17 SAMUrA grey 1999 Ararat Sambra/Partner 11.000 Australia
18 FILISTIA bay 2003 Gazal Al Shaqab Fantazja/Wachlarz 62.000 Kuwait
19 eLMINA l.chestnut 1999 Harbin elzunia/Palas 25.000 Qatar
20 WALPUrGIA grey 2005 ekstern Wanilia/Alegro 16.000 USA
21 ZLoTA orcHIdeA grey 2004 emigrant Zlota orda/Pesal 65.000 Belgium
22 HeBe grey 2001 Kubinec Hossa/Pepton not sold 
23 PoGodA grey 2005 ekstern Perora/eldon 30.000 Middle east
24 LoZANNA grey 2000 Laheeb Larissa/eukaliptus 58.000 Middle east
25 ceSeNA chestnut 2004 Metropolis NA celta/Pesat 8.000 Qatar
26 eMKIrA grey 1996 Batyskaf emza/Partner 8.000 Kuwait
27 NINA grey 1995 Monogramm WN Nastasea/Nabor 20.000 Qatar
28 FABIrA grey 2004 Pesal Frontiera/Ararat not sold 
29 eSTAKA bay 2004 Gazal Al Shaqab eskalopa/Monogramm  80.000 Poland
30 NIKe chestnut 2003 Metropolis NA Nitra/Wermut sold Qatar
31 ToNAcJA grey 1998 eldon Tamiza/Palas 20.000 USA
32 BASTA grey 1999 Ararat Bazylea/Probat sold Qatar
33 PoKSA grey 2005 ekstern Pokusa/eldon 40.000 KSA

Lot 13 - Euspiria Lot 14 - Faseta Lot 15 - Droga Mileczna
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Lot 16 - Granada

Lot 29 - Estaka

Lot 19 - Elmina

Lot 25 - Cesena

Lot 22 - Hebe

Lot 17 - Samura

Lot 30 - Nike

Lot 20 - Walpurgia

Lot 27 - Nina

Lot 23 - Pogoda

Lot 18 - Filistia

Lot 31 - Tonacja

Lot 21 - Zlota Orchidea

Lot 28 - Fabira

Lot 24 - Lozanna
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ARABIAN STALLIONS - SELECTION SALE
Lot Horse Color Foaled Sire Dam/Sire of Dam Price (euro) Country
S/27 eLSYNor grey 2005 HS etiquette el Fatha/entyk not sold 
S/28 eoL bay 2003 Gazal Al Shaqab eutona/etogram 12.000 France
S/29 eSSeL grey 2005 emigrant escuela/Pesal not sold 
S/30 LISSAr grey 2004 Gazal Al Shaqab Larissa/eukaliptus 19.000 denmmark
S/31 PIBer grey 1996 Pamir Pilina/eternit sold Qatar
S/32 PreFerANS bay 2005 HS etiquette Preria/Ararat 6.000 UK
S/34 TAMIr grey 2004 Gazal Al Shaqab Tamiza/Palas 4.000 France
S/34 WerdeN bay 2004 Gazal Al Shaqab Wedeta/Wermut not sold

ARABIAN MARES - SELECTION SALE
Lot Horse Color Foaled Sire Dam/Sire of Dam Price (euro) Country
S/1 AGILLA grey 2005 etogram Altea/eukaliptus 4.500 Belgium
S/2 AL AGA grey 2002 Pesal Al-Ada/Wermut not sold 
S/3 ALBIA grey 1995 Pers Albertina/ernal not sold 
S/4 ALMeIdA grey 2005 Piaff Alena/emigrant not sold
S/5 ArAGoNIA grey 2000 eldon Armenia/Tallin not sold
S/6 BINT MArAFIA grey 2003 Grafik KP Bint Malikah el Nil/U.P. Sheitan 6.000 Germany
S/7 BocHeMIA chestnut 2005 Piaff Bogdanka/europejczyk 3.000 France
S/8 ecHo KALIoPe grey 2005 Piaff endera/Grandorr not sold 
S/9 eGZALA bay 2005 Gazal Al Shaqab eklezja/Monogramm 13.000 Kuwait
      sold with 
      foal by enzo

S/10 eL HAZeNdA grey 2006 Werbum el Haza/Ararat not sold
S/11 eL TeSSA grey 2006 Poganin el Ghazala/ekstern 3.000 Australia
S/12 eMPIrA grey 2003 Wachlarz eunona/eukaliptus 3.000 Poland
S/13 eQUITA bay 2002 Wojslaw eqviria/Pers not sold
S/14 erABeA grey 2005 Piber elandra/Monogramm 25.000 rSA
S/15 eTeZJA bay 2002 Pilot etra/Pepi not sold 
S/16 FALA eUro bay 2001 Fez Fajanka/Fawor not sold
S/17 FINeTTA grey 2004 Piaff Fastella/Pamir 3.000 USA
S/18 FroNTA grey 2005 Metropolis NA Fraskata/Pers not sold
S/19 GeMeLLIA grey 2005 Piber Georgia/Monogramm 21.000 Poland
S/20 PANAKeJA grey 2003 ekstern Pelisa/europejczyk 7.000 Norway
S/21 PASAreLA grey 2003 etogram Parada/Pasat not sold
S/22 PIAWA grey 2002 eldon Pilotka/Pamir 3.000 Poland
S/23 PISA grey 2005 etogram Pilica/Fawor 5.000 Poland
S/24 SALAMINA grey 2001 Laheeb Sari/Ago not sold
S/25 ZLoTA WerdA bay 2006 Werbum Zlota Ksiega/Ganges not sold
S/26 ZorZA PoLArNA bay 1998 Wojslaw Zemsta/Arbil sold Poland
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Lot C - Eliat

Lot 33 - Poksa

Buyer of the most valuable horse - Shirley Watts

Lot A - Alwaro Lot B - Panicz



sires under young riders in Polish historical costumes. Album, 
Porto, Albus, Piaff, Salar, Esculap and Polon are nothing 
to complain about, but... it’s not the same as the breeding 
parades of old, organized in the 
charming surroundings behind the 
19th century manege, so warmly 
remembered by the regulars of the 
event. This year – and let’s hope 
that it will be similar in the years 
to come – a day after the sale the 
hosts invited their guests to that 
very same charming place to show 
them what Arabian horse enthu-
siasts wanted most – stallions, 
mares and foals from various bloo-
dlines. The parade took on the form 
of a breeding inspection similar to 
those conducted for decades by State 
Studs twice a year, in the Spring 
and Autumn, with a mutual eva-
luation of their pupils. The horses 
came out bearing no make-up, the 
foals untrimmed in “furry” coats of 
various length (“the kind we like 

them most in”, said Janów Podlaski Stud Director, Marek 
Trela). A touching moment was definitely the presentation of 
the flea-bitten grey Balon (Gwarny – Ballada/Partner), Po-

lish National Champion, who on 
the 24th of April turned 30 years 
old. Awaiting the distinguished 
celebrator was a silver tray with 
sugar cubes. Everyone could hand 
the “old man” a cube themselves, 
which he eagerly accepted. The 
show was closed off with a group 
of 11 Ekstern daughters. Standing 
in one row were young broodma-
res, next to show stars and 3 and 
4 year olds undergoing training 
in a fit racing condition – among 
them the highest sold Pinta, Se-
fora and Biruta, who a year ago 
did very well on the track and are 
now debuting in the senior classes 
at shows, as well as the beautiful 
Cenoza which show spectators 
have yet to wait for – she is doing 
so well on the track against her 

SHOWS AND EVENTS
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Dr. Marek Trela

Janów Podlaski
Parade
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The front horse is the stallion ALBUM 
and in the back, the stallion ALBUS
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French blooded rivals. This parade was exactly what was 
missing!

Straight from Janów Podlaski the guests set off to see the bre-
eding parade in Białka. Organized for years in an intimate 
setting, it draws enthusiasts with its wonderful atmosphe-
re and picturesque situated stables of the almost 80 year old 
State Stallion Depot.

The Arabian Horse Days end with the gala in Michałów. 
The stud’s staff, which is considered “as sharp as a Swiss 
watch”, each year over two days transports from Janów tens 

Aslan - Stallion

Balon, 30 years old

Ganges - Stallion

Albus - Stallion

Pegasus - Stallion

Ararat - Stallion
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of Michałów horses which are part of the sale offer or compete 
in the National Show, in order to present them and many 
others to guests who visit the stud on Tuesday. Despite the 
rain the show was a success and the horses presented themsel-
ves splendidly – together with the leopard stallion and Shet-
land pony. Yes, yes – Michałów is not just about Arabians!

The visits in the State Studs deliver unforgettable emotions. 
It is worthwhile to participate in the Post-Sale Tour, but 
most of all to come and see the Polish National Show and 
famous auction in person. Let’s meet in Janów Podlaski next 
year also! q
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Palmeta & Filly by QR Marc

Salar - Stallion

Cerelia - Filly by Enzo

Altea & Colt by Eden C

Piaff - Stallion

Pelta - Colt by QR Marc

Alantina & Colt by Nabila

Ekumena & Colt by Ganges

Andaluzja - Colt by Ganges

Polon - Stallion

Pepina & Filly by Eden C

Alhambra - Filly by Ganges

Elima & Colt by Enzo

Anilla & Filly by Porto

Porto - Stallion
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Biruta

Watra & Filly by Ganges

Cenoza

Ekstern dughters

Altamira

Pepita

Batawia
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More results see in www.ArabianFlashlights.com


